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 Updated 7/2019 

 

Please note that these prices are for events in the general Pittsburgh, PA area.   

Prices are subject to change and additional hotel and/or travel fees may apply. 

 
Airbrush Back Packs: Artist creates customized airbrush designs on 14 x 18-inch nylon, drawstring back packs 

as guests watch. The back packs are constructed of durable, water-resistant nylon and drawstrings and offered in 

your choice of three vibrant color choices. One artist can complete 14 to 16 backpacks in 60 minutes. 
 

Airbrush Pillowcases: Artist creates designs on standard-size white pillow cases from the design of choice 

(picked from the display or custom per request) with artwork done in a variety of colors. One airbrush artist can 

complete 12 to 14 pillow cases per hour. The event includes all the needed airbrush supplies and pillowcases. 

 

Airbrush License Plates: Talented artists create customized vanity license plates using the 

airbrush technique. The artwork is done on a standard-size aluminum plate and can feature a 

name or initials airbrushed with a border in your choice of color to compliment your vehicle. 

One artist can produce 10 to 12 plates an hour. 

 

Airbrush Sweatpants: Artist creates customized airbrush designs on gray sweatpants with initials, names, slogans or 

personalized designs in multicolor, permanent airbrush paints as guests watch. One artist can complete 15 to 18 pairs of 

sweatpants in 60 minutes.  

 

Airbrush T-Shirts: Artist creates customized airbrush designs on T-shirts for guests as they 

watch. Guests can choose from a variety of original designs and personalized name options, 

created by the artist in multicolor, permanent, airbrush paints.  
 

Airbrush Tattoos: The airbrush artist offers hundreds of temporary tattoo designs to 

choose from including classic motifs, wrist and ankle bands, belly art, symbols and Celtic 

designs. 

 

Airbrush Trucker Hats: Artist creates customized airbrush designs on foam front, mesh back 

trucker style hats as the crowd watches. Choose from a variety of original designs that can be 

personalized with names and created in multicolor, permanent airbrush paints. Up to 18 to 20 hats can 

be produced by one artist in 60 minutes.  
 

Alpha Art: Design your own artwork with these cool letter photos and spell any word you want! 

Participants have over 150 letter designs to choose from, as well as a choice between white and black 

mattes with three to six letter openings. 

 

Art Madness George Williams: Artist George Williams paints “action 

portraits” live at your event. Crowds watch an image emerge as George paints at an 

amazingly high speed to a musical soundtrack, completing a single portrait within 

the length of three to five songs! George offers hundreds of different styles of 

paintings to choose from or you can have him customize a painting to your specific 

request. The artwork is yours to keep. 

 

Almost Legal Graffiti: Skilled artist creates one-of-a-kind graffiti art onsite, 

customizing a unique design that is yours to keep and display. The graffiti is created 

on two 4 x 4-foot boards that can either be one continuous piece of art, or two 

separate pictures featuring the school/organization’s name, slogan or logo. The artist 

encourages the crowd to try out their skills on two additional boards. 
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Balloon Twisters: Talented artists create outlandish hats, clever wearable jewelry, wings, flowers, creatures, etc.  

 

Bead It! Necklace & Key Chain Art: Design and create your own necklace, key 

chain, bracelet or anklet! Choose from a vast selection of high-quality crystal, clay, 

glass, pewter, brass, silver, bone, ceramic and wooden beads in a large array of sizes, 

textures and colors, string your selections onto your choice of durable silk-like thread 

and one of the friendly workers will finish your creation by adding the clasp.  

 

Belly Dance: Performers who specialize in belly dancing can bring the skillful dance to your event. Beautiful in 

motion and playful in nature, this ancient artform combines traditional and contemporary movements. Elegant, fluid 

dancing is combined with sharp, defined movements for a captivating show. Belly dancers can perform a show or 

entertain while strolling among your guests. 

 

Candle Art: Guests fill glass votive containers using colored granulated wax to create designs and complete a 

uniquely (and completely useable!) original candle. The attendant adds the wick and heat seals the wax, 

presenting the complete, unique candle back to the guest to take with them. Up to 300 can be produced in 4 

hours. 

 

Caricature Artist: A classic favorite! A skilled, professional illustrator can capture caricature likenesses of guests, 

and create a custom drawing for them to take home. The artist’s drawings can be themed to match your event or 

include your logo. 

 

Carnival Treats Packages: Choose one or a package of classic carnival treats from Popcorn, Sno Cones, 

Cotton Candy, Funnel Cakes, Nachos & Cheese and/or Hot Dogs. All supplies and attendants are included. Direct 

access to electric and one 6-ft. banquet table will be needed for each. Please note that some carnival treats may 

only be available as additions to an interactive novelty booking. 

 

Clown – Giggles: Giggles is a whimsical, engaging entertainer with expert balloon twisting skills and exceptional 

face painting skills. A creative and multi-talented performer, Giggles has been making people smile for over 30 

years. She is available for whimsical clown antics, face painting and/or balloon twisting. 

 

Champagne Dress Divas: Beautiful ladies - wearing exquisitely unique dresses that actually hold champagne 

glasses - delicately float through the party as guests lift their drinks directly off the dress. The lady and dress can 

be customized to fit most any theme - Tropical, Masquerade, Gatsby, Futuristic, LED Light-up, Cirque and 

others. 

 

Custom Trading Cards: Quality 2 x 3-inch photo cards on cardstock that can be customized to any sport or party 

theme. Guests have their photo taken (green screen or pre-printed backgrounds available), which is instantly 

produced into the trading card. For a sports theme, the cards can feature the player’s photo, name and position on 

the front of the card. If requested, the backside can be pre-printed with "stats" about the party host or a thank you 

message.  

                                                       

Dog Tags - Classic Style: Actual military style metal dog tags are embossed with your name, initials or 

favorite phrase, instantly produced into a necklace to take with you. The tags are standard issue size of 2 x 2 
�

��
 

inches and include a rubber silencer and sturdy 24-inch chain. Up to 300 tags can be produced in 4 hours. 
 

Dog Tags - Laser Photo Etched: Your photo-like image is instantly etched onto the metal dog tag. Just 

pose for a photo then watch the sparks fly as a skilled artist creates a customized tag with the specialized laser-

etching system. 
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Dance Heads - Boogie Body Dancing: Choose a music video, then bob your head along with the beat 

of song. Using state-of-the-art “Green Screen” technology, guests’ heads are superimposed onto 

professional dancer’s bodies as they sing along to some of the greatest pop hits of all time. A memorable 

DVD of the performance is given to each guest to take home, along with a Master DVD of all the 

performances. 

 

Dream Interpreter: This fascinating study of the subconscious mind leads to motivating and empowering 

dream interpretations that offer an intimate insight into everyday problem solving. Through discussion of 

your dreams, the interpreter can offer suggestions on how to create opportunities for your own personal and 

professional growth. 

 

Enchanted Charms: Make your own charm using a unique inkblot technique. Choose from a variety of 

vibrant colors, shapes and sizes – charms take about five minutes to create from start to finish. The event 

attendant will trim and attach the desired key rings, necklace loop or pin back, and place in a plastic bag with 

simple instructions on how to bake the charm for 15 minutes to harden.  

 

Fantasy Masks Face Painting: Talented artist with a unique flair creates amazing and fun fantasy 

face mask from the whimsical to the wild. Choose from a variety of selections from dramatic jungle 

animals or sparkle-enhanced fairy style artwork.  

 

Flip Flops: Guests work with our skilled attendant to create their very own, one-of-a-kind pair of Flip Flops, 

choosing from several colors and over 100 accessories including a variety of embellishments, fabrics and jewels. 

Up to 100 sets of flip flops can be created in a 4-hour time frame and include a drawstring bag for each pair.  

 

Freaky Snapshots: This fun 4 x 6-inch postcard size photo novelty features your image superimposed 

into a famous location or fantasy picture of your choice, created into a postcard keepsake. Freaky 

Fotos: Your face is superimposed on the body of magazine style photo of your choice, printed in a 6 x 

8-inch size. 

 

Frozen Drinks by the Margarita Man: A great addition to campus parties, corporate 

mixers, Hawaiian luaus or tropical theme galas, the Margarita Man provides the highest quality 

and most reliable frozen drink machines for all occasions! No ice, no blender, no mess. Guests 

enjoy a choice of three delectable frozen margaritas, piña coladas and strawberry daiquiri style 

beverages with libations or non-alcoholic in a variety of 15 delicious flavors. Packages include 

three machines, cups, straws and attendant with supplies for up to 500 servings. 

 

Furry Friends Forever: A mobile version of the popular stuffed animal stores, guests build their own plush 

bear or one of the other animals offered. Participants choose the animal casing, stuff it full of fluff and dress 

their pet in a shirt that can be pre-printed with a logo or slogan. All supplies can be mailed to you to run the 

event on your own, or our friendly staff brings everything and hosts up to a 4-hour event.    

 

Glitter Tattoos / Mica Tattoos: A new twist on a classic novelty, Glitter and Mica tattoos do 

not involve an airbrush. The artist uses either a stencil or paints designs freehand, applying 

special medical grade body glue. The cosmetic glitter or mica powder is then applied, creating a 

tattoo that lasts from three days to a week. For those that don’t go for glitter, they can have the 

metallic shimmery metallic Mica Powder alternative.  
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Hair - Feather Extensions: Feather Hair Extensions are skillfully and quickly placed in guest’s hair, taking 

about five minutes per application. The extensions can be washed, blow dried, straightened, and curled just like 

natural hair, and the feathers can last up to two months or longer! Choose from one to three feather applications, 

accented with a sparkly strand of tinsel. 

 

Hair Wraps: The artist wraps guest’s choices of colored strands of thread around a section of hair to create 

beautiful long-lasting extensions. Each wrap takes from 10 to 30 minutes depending on the hair length. 

 

Handwriting Analysis: Skilled in graphology, our Analyst studies guest’s handwriting samples and explains 

which personality traits their penmanship reveals. 

 

Henna/Mehndi Traditional Art: The skilled artist creates intricate lace-like patterns on guests’ 

hands, wrists and arms, giving written directions on how to care for their one-of-a-kind tattoo. The artist 

requires only two minutes per tattoo. 

 

Henna/Mehndi Style Airbrush Tattoos: Guests choose a design 

from the display board of authentic stencils from India. The airbrush 

artist sprays the design in the color spectrum of choice - classic reddish-

brown coloring, or the guest can choose from a number of other colors, 

and the design can be adorned with sparkles. Each tattoo only takes 

moments to create, is waterproof and can last 2 to 3 days. 

 

Howard Mincone: Not just your average entertainer, Howard has created a strolling performance and stage 

show that are full of physical comedy, juggling feats, magic and audience related antics. A professional 

performer that has traveled all over the world, Howard’s juggling feats and amusing, interactive and 

whimsical show captivates crowds wherever he performs.  

 

It’s Personal: This exclusive fact gathering system is downloaded with your personal data before our 

technician produces a keepsake document of fun and interesting facts exclusively about you! This unique 

program includes First Name Almanac, Birthday Chronicle, Last Name Almanac, Proud Pedigrees, 

Amazing Astrology and The Sands of Time. 

 

Juggler / Stilt Walker / Unicyclist Bob: Bob the Juggler engages audiences with amazing skills like 

juggling feats, balancing objects and unicycle riding, speckled in with some sleight-of-hand magic. He is also an 

expert Stilt Walker, has fire manipulation abilities, can provide theme costuming, and is available for interactive 

stage shows or strolling performances. 

 

Kettle Korn: A skilled corn chef uses heated kettles to cook raw kernels and create the freshly popped, delicious 

treat. The setup is completely self-contained including plastic bags and 50 pounds of raw corn which produces 200 

individual bag servings of 3 to 4 ounces for guests, fresh from the kettle. (50 pounds of raw corn can also produce 

80 medium or 40 large servings). All that is needed is a 12-foot square level space, and if a warm day, access to a 

standard electric outlet for use of a fan in the cooking space.  

 

Living Red Carpet: A beautiful lady dressed in a ravishing dress with a long train that extends as a red carpet 

of up to 100 feet serves as the grand entrance for guests to your gala event.  Standing on a concealed box and 

acting as both glamorous entry piece and unique greeter, the Living Red Carpet Lady gives guests the star 

treatment and memorable beginning to a fabulous evening. Don’t want a red carpet – it is also available in Blue, 

White and Yellow. 
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Magicians: Amazingly skilled magician with a great personality and exceptional sleight-of-hand magic abilities 

entertains while strolling among guests or performs a full stage show of magic.  

 

MegaFlix: Make Your Own Music Video: Pick a song from our huge library of music, either in Karaoke 

or lip-sync styles. Next, pick the video’s background footage from over 80 selections. Pick your costuming 

and props, then stand in front of the green screen and sing. Each performer receives a DVD of the 
performance complete with amazing visual effects.  

 

Nature’s Word Name Art: This fun artform is derived from the ancient Orient, where having 

your name painted in animals was believed to bring good luck. The talented artist turns your name 

into a unique piece of artwork, created from a whimsical alphabet of colorful designs featuring 

flowers, nautical images, animals, etc. The drawing is done on quality 8 x 16-inch long paper and 

mounted on a 10 x 20-inch size matting. 

 

Oxygen Bar: Free-standing bar where you can breathe over 90% pure oxygen and aromatherapy from a 

disposable nasal cannula (nose hose). The bar serves 8 to 12 people simultaneously, and they can choose 

from 12 different scents, switching to any at any given time during their session. Patrons stand at the self-

contained bar that only requires a standard 110V 60HZ outlet and a 7 x 4-foot cleared area to operate (if 

you have stools and would like to use them, an 8-foot square space would be needed). Ask about 

customizing the bar with your logo or slogan.  

 

Paint Party: A great, hands-on program that will get attendees talking and 

laughing while painting a unique piece of art. And the best part is that you don’t 

have to be an artist! A professional artist will instruct attendees with a step-by-step 

painting process to create their personal piece of artwork. A Paint Party session 

runs about 1.5 hours for up to 25 painters, and includes the instructor, canvases and 

all needed painting supplies.  

 

Paper Folding Artist Michael Roy: One sheet of paper...no cuts...no tears...no glue. Interactive visual artist, 

Michael Roy, and his nimble fingers bring origami into the new millennium, transforming single, flat squares of 

paper into 3D forms of animals, flowers, sea life, birds and decorative objects, providing a display and mingling 

among guests. 

 

Petting Zoo & Pony Rides: Self-contained setup including an assortment of 

domestic critters like chicks, ducklings, pigs, lambs, goats, kid goats, miniature 

donkey, miniature horse, and more. Pony rides can be added. USDA licensed and 

insured. 

 

Photo Booths & Snapshots with Instant Social Media: The latest in instant photos, 

Snapshot boasts today’s technology with a multitude of photo options that will rock your 

party including fun props (hats, boas, novelty glasses, signs, etc.), instant social media 

interaction (email, Facebook, Twitter), green screen options, and custom logo options.  

 

Photos - Digital Graffiti Wall: Stand in front of the blank screen for a 

group or individual picture - your image appears on the giant screen and you 

can personalize your photo with a digital spray can, stamps and stencils. Silly 

hats, wigs, boas, sunglasses, etc. are provided to dress up. Each person in the 

photo receives a 4 x 6-inch picture, handed to them on the spot. Your logo or 

slogan can appear on each photo printed. Unlimited photos included. 
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Photos - LED Open Air Photo Booth: This eye-catching, self-contained photo system 

changes colors, glows and creates a perfect atmosphere for any party. Plus, the open design 

allows everyone to see the fun! The top-of-the-line equipment produces high-quality photos 

using DSLR Cameras, quality lighting, touch screen interface, and customizable graphics. 

The free-standing kiosk can change colors throughout the event or be set to one color 

matching the party theme. Set with the newest technology, the photo booth is Social Media 

Integrated and unlimited photos are included. 

 

Photos - SlickPic Photo Kiosk: The freestanding kiosk has a sleek, sophisticated clean 

design that takes photos with your event as the backdrop - perfect for indoor or outdoor use. 

Guests can personalize their photo by using their fingers and write messages or draw on the 

screen. Full color 4 x 6-inch photos with a customized border are printed for guests to take 

with them and share instantly on social media via Facebook, Twitter and email. 

 

Photo Buttons & Key Chains: Guests have a photo taken that is instantly created into a photo 

button or key chain. 
 

Photos - Yesteryear Old Time Antique Photos: Gun Slingers and Bar Maids, Gamblers and Can-

Can Girls, Cow Pokes and Prairie Girls… we provide 15 to 20 old west vintage-style costumes to choose 

from for both males and females. The photographer takes the picture, which is developed into a tinted 

photograph as you wait. Guests choose from having their 4 x 5-inch photo placed into a 5 x 7-inch card 

frame or a choice of three styles of “wanted” posters. 

 

Photo Flipbooks: Customized software takes a 7-second video that converts and 

transforms 60 individual color photos into an animated flipbook in 90 seconds. 

Event is self-contained with the camera, software, supplies and staff, and only 

requires a 10-foot square space with two 6-foot banquet tables, two chairs and direct 

access to one 110-volt 20-amp electric. 

 

Photo License Plates: Guests have their photo likeness printed directly onto a 12 x 6-inch aluminum 

license plate. The technician takes the photos onsite or can also transfer a guest’s personal photo from a cell 

phone, thumb drive, or hard copy, and apply them directly to the plate. From 150 to 200 plates can be 

produced in 4 hours. 

 

Photo Flip Motion Shots: Two photos are taken in different poses in front of a green screen then merged 

together through a specialty computer system, combined into one hologram that creates motion within the 4 x 6-

inch photo. Setup requires a 10 x 12-feet space with direct access to two separate 20-amp electrical sources and 

one 8-foot banquet table. 

 

Photo Snow Globes: A classic favorite, guests’ photos are taken and encapsulated into the liquid and snowflake-

filled globes, ready to take with them. 

 

PhotoRama: Guests choose from a wide selection of items to have their picture incorporated into. The 

photographer takes their picture and instantly places the photo in items like Bobble Heads, Stuffed Bears, Snow 

Globes, Mouse Pads, Key Chains, 4 x 6-inch Photo Keepsake Snapshots, 4 x 6-inch Superimposed Novelty 

Photos, etc. 
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Photos: Snapshot 2.0 - Green Screen: This green screen system features awesome new editing 

capabilities. Guests select their own background during the instant photo process and their image is 

automatically placed into the image, then printed and ready to take with them or be instantly shared via 

email, text, Facebook or Twitter. 

 

Photos: Snapshot 2.0 - Snow Globe Photos: Forget putting the photo in a snow globe… put the people 

in one! Guests have their photo taken, the images are digitally merged and produced into a 4 x 6-inch 

picture in a cardboard frame, ready to take with them at the end of the evening. Ask about adding a caption 

and instant Social Media interaction for guests to email, text, Facebook or Twitter their photos. 

 

Photos: Snapshot 2.0 - Slow Motion: This video novelty records 5-second video 

clips of your guests dancing, jumping, throwing confetti or shooting streamers, 

instantly transforming them into an ultra-slow-motion video that can easily be uploaded 

onsite for guests to email. Fun props are included. Ask about adding other instant social 

media interaction for Facebook, Twitter and text messaging and/or about custom logo 

placement. 

 
Photos: Snapshot 2.0 - Nomad: A roaming social media photo booth without 

the booth!  Our professional photographer using quality equipment takes branded 

photos of your guests wherever they are at the event. The guest can see their photo 

immediately and upload them live to social media. We can even do screen-less 

background removal to insert your guest into a pre-determined digital scene without 

the need of green screen. 

 

Plant Pots: 

 

Bamboo Votives or Bamboo Vases: Choose from either having the event with Votives or the event 

with Vases (a bit larger). Guests pick stalks of bamboo which they place in a votive or vase, then 

stabilize the bamboo with their choice of colored rocks, and/or wood chips and marbles. 

 

Cactus Pots or Succulent Pots: Get your hands dirty and do your part to make this planet a little bit 

greener with this plant decorating program. You choose whether you want us to bring cactus or 

succulent plants (one or the other) – we provide the plants, pots, markers and all needed supplies. 

Students plant it and decorate the pot with their own unique design. 

 

Psychic Readers: Intuitive Psychics give lighthearted, insightful life readings by Tarot Cards, Handwriting Analysis, 

Numerology or Palmistry.  

 

Sand Art (classic style): Create unique designs by filling a clear bottle with layers of colored sands, using tools to 

mix the color and create intricate designs. The event includes the operator and supply of several colored sands and 

bottles (up to 250 pieces). You need to provide two 6-foot banquet tables. NOTE: May only be available in a package 

with other novelties). 

 

Sandtini (Sand Martini): Be a master mixologist! Create a colorful sand masterpiece that looks like your 

favorite tropical drinks. Add straws, mini umbrellas, cherries, etc. We provide all supplies including a variety of 

sand colors and a stock of many “green glasses” to choose from that are recycled from searches through thrift 

stores and yard sales. 
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Spin Art Cards: Create multi-colored splash-art designs using the fun spin art technique. Supplies for up to 250 

pieces included with attendant and requires one 6-foot banquet table and access to one 110-volt electrical outlet. 

NOTE: May only be available in a package with other novelties. 

 

Stilt Walker Don-NA!: A multi-talented performer who portrays an array of colorful characters on stilts 

in whimsical costuming. Don-NA is a talented balloon artist as well - and for a portion of her performance 

can create flowers, angel wings, outlandish hats, and a menagerie of animals as she mingles among guests. 

All while on stilts! 

 

Storyteller Alan Irvine: With a repertoire of hundreds of stories from around the globe, Storyteller Alan 

Irvine can weave a program to fit any need, audience and occasion - whether it is ghost stories, summer 

reading programs for libraries, school assemblies, Shakespeare festivals or American history topics.  Alan tells 

captivating supernatural tales, weaving haunting stories of the hereafter full of spine-tingling suspense and 

mystical intrigue, offering select stories for children and for adults. 

   

Street Signs: 4 x 12-inch Style: These custom street signs are done in full color and printed 

directly onto the metal surface of the 4 x 12-inch sign. The text can feature your name, initials, 

slogan, etc., and also include your school or party logo. 200 to 225 signs can be produced in 4 

hours. Setup requires two 6-ft. banquet table and two chairs with direct access to two 20-amp 

electrical circuit. 

 

Street Signs: 6 x 24-inch Style:  Design your own street sign! Choose your text - whether it's your name, 

school, hometown etc. - and the technician will create your custom sign on the spot, ready to take with you. The 

6 x 24-inch signs are made of metal and come in classic green and white or 

can be pre-ordered in a variety of colors - just ask! Approximately 150 to 

160 signs can be produced in 4 hours. 

 

 Travel Pillows: Create your own pillow by choosing one piece of pre-cut fabric with a pattern 

and one plain colored fabric for the back of each pillow, then follow simple instructions to tie, 

stuff and fluff. 

 

Wax Hands: Create a wax sculpture of your hand in any pose you choose by dipping a hand in 

therapeutic wax until a mold is formed. A variety of color combinations are available for guests to 

choose from. 

 

Wind Puppets: These air-filled tubes stand 20 to 35 feet and are great for indoor or outdoor use. They can be 

lighted if used in the evening.  


